
Internship Guidelines 
and Requirements



Note 
・Office-hours 5 days a week 9:00 - 18:00 
・VISA requirements depending on your nationality 
・For our internship program any season is OK, 2 weeks or longer 
・We provide; 
　　Lunch 
　　Housing (traditional style house) 
　　Round trip airfare 

Work descriptions 
・In/out bound business start-up in enterprise PR events / catering field 
　　　- Business service design 
　　　- Market feasibility study 
         - Website design                 etc. 

Overview

Internship for Inbound/Outbound Business Start-Up at CRAZY., inc 

We, CRAZY., Inc are aiming to expand our business globally. 
Join us to You will be part of an international start up with business in  

event/wedding planning, catering, and urban-to-rural travel,  
all conducted with a focus on providing new, exciting, customized, and sustainable experiences.



Holdings Structure 

CRAZY., Inc has four unique businesses in different markets:  
Enterprise PR events, wedding planning, catering, and travel guiding. These are called: 
「CRAZY CREATIVE AGENCY」「CRAZY WEDDING」「CRAZY KITCHEN」「WHERE」 

You might think that all these businesses are not related,  
however,  

they are related based on our strengths, which are creativity and unique program planning. 

What defines us? 

１.  A quality brand made in Japan 
We don’t just create made to order program planning,  

we design and produce what we use for the decorations. 
We always start from your purpose, “WHY” - it is the concept. 

２. O Mo Te Na Shi 
We believe our culture creates a Special Service Staff, who are specially trained by the  

CRAZY KITCHEN and CRAZY WEDDING original service program. 
The concept is "no other experience" - complete immersion in the moment.

Our business



Make a Difference 

CCA is a creative event agency for B2B. 
How do you want to impress people during the event? We create it all for you. 

From the program planning to the artistic decoration, we do every detail of your story. 
Don’t be ordinary, be original!

CRAZY CREATIVE AGENCY

Service



NO OTHER EXPERIENCE 

Your wedding is your family’s new beginning.  
We believe every single couple is different. 

So we make the day just like you are. 
Your wedding is fully made to order from this concept. 

The decorations and design is completely unique - it will never be the same twice. 
We promise your guests will get to know who both of you are and  

they will be excited for the new couple’s future.

CRAZY WEDDING

Service



Design your cuisine and memories 

Made to order catering for your party. 
Based on the purpose/concept of your party. 

Food is not only to appetite guests, 
But also to entertain them. 

You will be surprised by our artistic, photogenic food styling on your table. 
The dishes are part of what will make the party unforgettable.

CRAZY KITCHEN

Service



CRAZY., Inc is a company which experiments in business growth  
through a new organizational culture.  

Our vision is “style for Earth”, our mission is “Future Sample” 
Our brand message is “CRAZY or die” 

 　　　　　　   CRAZY., Inc 
Establish 　　　　2012/7/2 
HQ          　　　　   〒130-0011 1-35-8 Ishihara, Sumida-ku Tokyo 
Osaka branch　      〒550-0015 1-21-16 RE-001 201 Minamihorie, Nishi-ku, Osaka-city Osaka 
Capital 　　　   ¥9,040,000 
CEO 　　　　　　   Kazuhiko Moriyama 
Group Companies   CRAZY KITCHEN., Inc. 

　　　　　　　     WHERE., Inc 

　　

About us



You are what you eat. 

Who feels happy if you are not healthy or sick? We 
provide traditional Japanese food everyday for lunch. Our 
four chefs make it for us based on each employee’s 
request. Its not just about the food, we all eat together on 
a huge, long table. This is my favorite time every day! 

Be open. 

Emotion is very natural part of the human condition. So 
we make time to share whatever we feel: happiness, 
sadness, positivity, or negativity. We believe that this 
open communication between co-workers will make us 
productive and happy. And it does.

Culture



Office Concept: “Borderless”

We renovated our office by ourselves in 2015. We stopped our usual work for 10 days, and built our 
office. The concept is “un-defined”. We never defined what each space should be. Your vision will 
decide. Every week 20-30 guests visit to see this unique office in Tokyo.

Our Office



PR

Every three days, we are in the media. The stories show how we work, the company’s unique culture, 
our systems, businesses, and so on. We are well known as an “eye-catching venture company”.

Media



・ Bring us a new point of view and ideas from your culture and experiences to enrich our services. 

・Express yourself, what you see about Japan, and what our company is like. 

・We will be very happy to work together in the future, if its best for both you and us.  

Our expectations for you



・Through your life in Tokyo and our company, you will experience Japanese culture and customs. 
・Our company puts a high priority on our relationships, so enjoy being part of the CRAZY family! 
・We will expose you to our wide-spread networking community. If you wish to work in Japan in the future, we can help 
you find a job. 
・Our office is in a popular area to experience Japanese culture and for sightseeing, including Sumo wrestling, the 
Asakusa neighborhood, and others! 

Our expectations and  
What you will gain.

The place you stay at Inside of your stay Tokyo Skytree

Sumo Ukiyoe by Hokusai Sensōji, Asakusa Kannon Temple


